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In Atomorf's world there is no technology
except for nuclear power. You will have to
collect plutonium to make more nuclear
power plants and send the reactors to
other levels. In the radioactive levels there
are different mutated plants that will harm
you. You have a limited amount of bullets
to battle the plants. The timer can limit the
level time limit, but with a limited number
of bullets. You can also add help with a
bomb and shot to the level that will help
you defeat the mutated plants. How to
play: Pick a level and enter. Every level has
a timer Press START and START again to
unlock the next level If you are afraid of
very hot and sharp objects, use a bomb to
destroy the mutated plants. Ratings and
Reviews: Rated 3.5 / 5 stars2016-03-16
02:11:42 I'm having a hard time getting a
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good rate going on this game. In general, I
think it's one of the best sidescroller
platformers, and with the addition of the
enemies and the amount of time you have
to try and play it, it's easy to make levels
with a lot of time limits. I have a really hard
time with bullet count in timed levels
because I don't know how I'm going to get
to the time limit if I don't do perfect on the
environment. What helps is that I can
spawn with guns or bombs, and even
better for a guy like me is that I can spawn
multiple players that I can control, and I
can even command them to change
classes. However, this game has some
bugs that I ran into more than once. I had
problems with the players not spawning
where I spawned them and it taking five
minutes to start spawning the right
characters. Sometimes when you finish a
level, your players move a little slower
than you would like. This also makes the
game feel a bit slow. Unfortunately, the
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levels are pretty short and mostly to not
extend the game, and also mostly to make
them easier in general. The music is fine,
but in general, you really have no idea who
did the music or what it was, and it didn't
really fit the theme of the levels. Some of
the pipes to get the reactor are moved so
you have to find a different way to get it.
This isn't a real problem because you can
just spawn with a bomb and blow up the
reactor. With very high level patients, you
can't really escape, either. I

Atomorf Features Key:
Draw the 10 pre-chosen maps together with your opponent
Draw all cards
Play white
Avoid black
The more cards you draw, the better your hand, the better your score
The more points you get the bigger your score board
The more obstacles you can use, the more cards you get
You can use the fun features, e.g. circle, cross, bar etc.

# Crossagon Tower 2 

Crossagon Tower 2 Game Key features

Draw the 10 pre-chosen maps together with your opponent
Draw all cards
Play white
Avoid red
The more cards you draw, the better your hand, the better your score
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The more points you get the bigger your score board
The more obstacles you can use, the more cards you get
The more symbols you can use, the more cards you get
The more levels you use, the better your run, the better your score
You can use the fun features, e.g. circle, cross, bar etc.

# Jungle Theme 2 

Jungle Theme 2 Game Key features
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